In establishing the regions used for the regional sub-analyses, some classifications were
simple, based largely upon physical boundaries and geographic proximity, while others were
more complex, grouped together on the basis of cultural/historical reasoning, or genetic
homogeneity. Some of the classifications, particularly the separate groups for the UK and
Scandinavia from the rest of Western Europe, are distinct from some studies1 2 but are in
harmony with others3-6, and are to our thinking appropriate divisions of populations which are
particularly distinct, both genetically and culturally. Similarly our division of the Italian
region from the rest of Western Europe is novel from some studies2-5 but is similar to
grouping done elsewhere1 6 – here again, this division is appropriate, given the distinct
epidemiology noted in the region7-15, but also because of the novel inverse gradient in this
region found in our analysis.
The regions will be discussed in a different order from that used in the body of the text,
saving the regions of Europe for last, given the interrelatedness of the decision-making for
these. Regions at the global level are illustrated in Map 1. Regions within Europe are
illustrated in Map 2.
Map 1. World map showing the 10 study regions: aqua=Australasia; fuchsia=UK
region; dark blue=Scandinavia & North Atlantic; green-brown=Atlantic & Central
Europe; bright green=Italian region; red=Eastern Europe region; light blue=North
America; green=Latin America & the Caribbean region; yellow=Middle East & Africa
region; maroon=Asia & Pacific Islands region; grey=nations/regions without published
prevalence data. Square boundary demarcates Europe region shown in Map 2.

Australasia region (aqua)
The Australasia region was demarcated as its own region, in keeping with virtually all
reviews and meta-analyses which divided analyses into regions2-6. The logic behind this is
principally a matter of geography and genetics – the location of the two nations of Australia
and New Zealand naturally suggests their grouping, and their genetic and cultural
distinctiveness from the surrounding region precludes their being grouped with others.

Asia & Pacific Islands region (maroon)
This region was designated on the basis of the significant genetic and cultural differences
between the nations of Asia and the Pacific Islands, here including Fiji, India, Japan, the
People’s Republic of China, and the Republic of China (Taiwan), and the rest of the world
and this grouping is largely identical to that used elsewhere2-6.
North America region (light blue)
The North America region was defined solely as the nations of Canada and the United States
of America (USA), in contradistinction to previous works3 4 which also included Mexico and
the nations of the Caribbean, though in keeping with others2 6. We decided to evaluate the
North America region as Canada and the USA alone given the pattern of founding and
resultant genetic/cultural characteristics of the nations of the Americas. Canada and the USA
have largely British foundations, as well as large components of French-descent, while
Central and South America were almost entirely colonized by the Spanish and Portuguese.
The south-western areas of the USA (Colorado, New Mexico, southern California, Texas)
have significant influence from Latin America, not merely by virtue of their former inclusion
in the Spanish Empire and subsequent independent nation of Mexico, but also the modernday immigration from Latin America. However the predominantly-American culture of these
areas and significant non-Hispanic populations therein, as well as a desire to maintain
regional divisions at the national-level wherever possible left these to be included with the
rest of the USA and thus, with the North America region.
Latin America and Caribbean region (green)
This regional definition follows from the preceding North America region, encompassing the
other nations of the Americas in Central and South America, and the Caribbean: Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, the French West Antilles of France, Mexico, Panama, Peru
and Uruguay. As noted above, the nations of Central and South America are linked by their
colonization by Spain and Portugal, giving them distinct genetic and cultural characteristics
from the rest Canada and the USA, alongside significant homology with one another. The
major exception to this Hispanic descent is in the French West Antilles, an overseas
department of France. The significant non-European population, largely of African descent,
renders this nation distinct from both North America and Latin America. However, on the
basis of geography, and previous studies35,36, it was decided to include the French West
Antilles in the grouping with Latin America.
Middle East & Africa region (yellow)
Here again, the distinctiveness of the populations on the basis of genetic and cultural factors
necessitate the separation of the nations in this region, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
Libya, Malta, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Turkey, from their neighbours in
Europe and Asia. While naturally the nations of the Middle East, Malta and Libya are quite
distinct from South Africa, it was nonetheless necessary given the paucity of prevalence
estimates in the latter. The two populations are not irreconcilable and certainly the
populations of South Africa are not dissimilar from the nations of North Africa, and the latter
are culturally linked to the nations of the Middle East.

This grouping is similar to that used elsewhere2-5, but is distinct in that we have included
Turkey with the Middle East, rather than Europe. Turkey is a bridge between Europe and the
Middle East, both physically and to varying extent, genetically and culturally. It was decided
however that the ties binding Turkey to the Middle East were stronger, by virtue of the much
greater cultural homology between these two16 than between Turkey and the Eastern Europe
region, with which Turkey would otherwise be grouped, as well as by racial/genetic
groupings, again with much greater homology between Turkey and the Middle East, than
with Eastern Europe.
A further significant change from the allocations found elsewhere is our inclusion of the
nation of Malta with the Middle East & Africa region. While the Maltese population shows
some homology with Sicily and Italy17, other work indicates a greater influence from the
other side of the Mediterranean, in Tunisia, and directly from Phoenicia18. Certainly this
hypothesis is borne out better by history, wherein Malta was, like Carthage, a major
Phoenician settlement16 18. A further indication is that the inclusion of Malta in the analysis
with the Italian region abrogates the strong inverse association observed there, suggesting a
different relationship in Malta from Italy and Corsica.
Europe
In evaluating Europe, we sought to take into account genetic and cultural differences to a
much greater extent than geography, which necessarily becomes less prominent in the smaller
area in question. An additional factor was the distribution of prevalence estimates – given the
much greater number of studies done in Europe, finer divisions could be made to divide the
populations more properly in consideration of their historical and genetic divisions, as well as
to better capture unique associations which were present in the different regions. While we
did evaluate the whole of Western Europe in keeping with work elsewhere2, we also
evaluated the regions, demonstrating the presence of independent and distinct
epidemiological associations which would otherwise be obscured in the aggregate due to an
“averaging” of the individual effects.

Map 2. Inset area from Figure 2A showing Europe and its constituent study regions:
fuchsia=UK region; dark blue=Scandinavia & North Atlantic; orange=Atlantic &
Central Europe region; bright green=Italian region; red=Eastern Europe;
yellow=Middle East & Africa region; grey=nations/regions with no prevalence data.

United Kingdom & Ireland region (fuchsia)
We chose to evaluate the UK & Ireland separate from the rest of Western Europe, not merely
for the closer genetic homology of these two island nations, but the cultural and historical
differences from mainland Europe afforded by their physical separation16. This separation is
in keeping with previous work3-6 though some studies condensed this region along with the
rest of Western Europe1 2, which is to our minds inappropriate.
Scandinavia & North Atlantic (dark blue)
This region, including the Scandinavian nations of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden,
as well as Iceland, the Faroe Islands of Denmark, and the Shetland Islands of the UK was
analysed separate from the rest of Western Europe given the homology of the nations of
Scandinavia, and including the island nations as a consequence of their shared Nordic
history16. While this grouping is in keeping with previous work3-6, albeit not all1 2, the
inclusion of the Shetland Islands is distinct from all previous studies.
We chose to include the Shetlands with the Nordic nations, rather than with the UK and
Ireland, given the lasting influences of Norwegian rule on the population19 20, and indeed, its
population remains largely descended from the original Norwegian settlers21, likely a
consequence of the physical remoteness of the Shetland Islands from mainland Scotland.
This is in contradistinction from Orkney, which despite also being under Norwegian rule at

the same time as Shetland, is much closer genetically to Scotland than Scandinavia than is
Shetland22, possibly due to its much closer proximity to Scotland.
An argument could have been made for excluding Finland from the Scandinavian analysis.
While certainly they are geographically and culturally related, the population of Finland are
genetically quite distinct from the other Scandinavian nations23 and the rest of Western
Europe24, representing a complex genetic mixture due to their location between Western and
Eastern Europe25. However, given the aforementioned geographic and cultural links, as well
as the difficulty of then placing Finland, and particularly, given the population mixing found
in the northern latitudes of Sweden, Norway and Finland, where all populations include some
component of Finn26 27, we elected to leave Finland with the rest of the Scandinavia & North
Atlantic region.
Italian region (bright green)
This region was defined due to the need to evaluate Italy independently from the rest of
Europe, as well as geographical considerations, and is in keeping with some previous
reviews1 6. Italy has some genetic homology with Spain and Portugal28 and the expansionism
of the Roman Empire had lasting influences on the culture and language of much of Western
Europe16. However the unique epidemiology of MS in the Italian region7-15, particularly
Sardinia, necessitated its evaluation independently.
The inclusion of peninsular and insular Italy necessitated the additional inclusion of the
island of Corsica. While Corsica is part of France, this only goes back to the mid 18th
century16 and indeed genetic analysis shows that Corsicans are more closely related to
Sardinians than to the French29, which is to be expected given the history, as well as the
physical proximity.
Eastern Europe (red)
This region was demarcated on both genetic and historical-cultural bases, the latter being
principally defined as those nations which were under Soviet influence over much of the 20th
century16 (excepting East Germany, which was evaluated with West Germany, and the Czech
Republic, which was also evaluated with Germany) and is in keeping with work elsewhere2.
This region thus included Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Greece,
Hungary, Lithuania, Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine, and the country
formerly known as Yugoslavia. While the nations in the region are naturally quite distinct,
both genetically and culturally, encompassing a huge swath of peoples and territory, many
are linked genetically28 and share linguo-cultural systems of similar derivation16.
Atlantic & Central Europe (orange)
This grouping was difficult, given the paucity of age-standardisable prevalence estimates in
the two major constituent regions comprised of those nations on the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean and English Channel – Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain - and the
Germanic nations – the Czech Republic, Germany, and Switzerland. The former share a
number of linguo-cultural links inherent in their shared histories and physical proximity16, as
well as some genetic overlap28 30-32. The latter are thoroughly intertwined, both genetically28

30-32

as well as in their language, culture and history. Unfortunately, as it was desirous to be
able to evaluate associations after age-standardisation, these two regions had to be
consolidated. The two are not uniformly dissimilar however – France shows some genetic
homology with the Germanic region28, and continental Western Europe shares a number of
cultural and historical interactions16.
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